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Comparison of Chinese and Western Arts Mirroring the
Evolvement of Consciousness
Rui Peng

Abstract
A few researchers of consciousness in the West demonstrate that the development of western
art mirrors the evolvement of human Consciousness since human civilization emerged. This
paper explores the differences in art development between China and the West by comparing
the artworks in the same era. Furthermore, discussing why the Chinese scholar art over two
thousand years does not reflect the same structures of Consciousness that western researchers
defined.
Keywords: Consciousness, evolvement, art, Taoism, Dao, China, West
Jean Gebser, one of the grounding people in the field of Consciousness in the West, identified
human Consciousness as five main structures: Archaic - Magic – Mythic – Mental – Integral
(Gebser, 1986). Based on these structures, Allen Combs and Ken Wilber demonstrated that the
development of western art reflects the evolvement of human Consciousness in western history.
If this is a generalizable principle, meaning that art is evidence of the evolvement of
Consciousness, then the art of any other cultural background should mirror the human
Consciousness of that culture.
Chinese scholar art barely changed its style or content over two thousand years. Does it mean
human Consciousness is unevolved in China during this time? This paper explores the
differences in art development between China and the West by comparing the artworks in the
same era. Furthermore, discussing why the Chinese scholar art over two thousand years does
not reflect the same structures of Consciousness that western researchers defined.
I.

Archaic Structure

According to Gebser’s theory (1986), the individual Consciousness being part of the
"wholeness" has not been extricated yet. Therefore, the information of civilization is not
available under this structure.
II.

Magic structure
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Chauvet cave art (Southern France), 32,000 years ago

HeLanShan rock art (North-west of China), 10,000 years ago
Comparison summary:
The art styles between European and Chinese cave/stone paintings are very similar to simple
figures and shapes.
The methods of painting are different. For example, Chauvet cave art is painted with colored
powder, HeLanShan rock art is craved with hard or sharp objects, most likely stones. However,
the paintings are both on the rock surface, either inside the cave or outside the mountain wall.
The paintings mainly depict the animals and hunting activities of human beings in far ancient
times, either in the geographic area of China or Europe. The art of that time directly reflects
human's materialistic daily life. It shows no distance between human Consciousness and the
material world.
III.

Mythic structure (Antiquity)
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Ancient Greek Mythology art on the pottery, 500–1000 BC

Ancient Rome art on the wall, 500-700 BC

Painting of ancient Chinese mythology on the wall or silk, Chunqiu period, China, 500-700 BC
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Bronze ware with mythic figures outside of the container, Chunqiu period, China, 500-700 BC
Comparison summary:
Ancient Greek art carries philosophical thinking and pursuit of sacred virtue initiated by
Socrates and Plato. Ancient Roman art depicts the political power and ambition of the regime.
Ancient Chinese art reflects both of the above topics, including the philosophical pursuit and
social system, which are highly influenced by Laozi, Confucius, and Mozi.
In the Chunqiu period of China, the origin of Chinese art reflects a diversity of philosophies,
including Taoism, Confucianism, and Mohism, which become the three dominant
philosophical schools in the following 500 years. However, despite different schools, they all
aspire to the same goal – people to become Junzi 君子, a similar concept to the saint in the
West, which means ideal person with high moral standard.
The mythic content in art is used in China and Europe to represent the philosophical ideals for
people's lives. Both arts philosophically reflect the relationship between the universe and the
society of humans. Greek mythic gods with personalities and flaws are not to worship but to
represent the complexity of humanity. Therefore, humans and gods are somehow equal at this
period in the West. It seems there is barely any distance between Consciousness and the
material world.
IV.

Mythic structure (Middle Ages)
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Stories of the Christian religion, Lombard town in Italy, 568-774 AD Rome Empire
After Christianity became the dominant religion in Europe, most artworks serve or reflect the
spread of the religion.

Story of Goddess from early Buddhist in China, 300-500 AD, BeiWei Dynasty
After Buddhism is brought into China from India around XiHan dynasty (1-200 AD), it is also
integrated with Taoism and Confucius and became one of the main contents of Chinese art
topics.
Comparison summary:
The emergence of Christianity maximumly changes the ideology of European society. Using
Peter Russell's graphic (2014) to show this: the god is separated from human’s materialistic
world. Or another way to say is that human being has separated themselves from the god.

(Russell, 2014)
At the same era, even though Buddhist philosophy in China has integrated harmoniously with
Taoism and Confucianism to influence Chinese life and art during this period. Nevertheless,
the religious formality wasn't fully adopted (Feng,1995). It is probably because Buddhism itself
advocates the inclusive belief of "everyone is buddha".
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Therefore, when religionized European art reinforcing the personalized flawless god at a higher
position upon the human being, the distance between Consciousness and the material world
emerged in the West. Instead, philosophized Chinese art maintains the same style. Therefore,
the distance of Consciousness and the material world keeps the same in China.
V.

Mental Structure (Antiquity)

Ancient science in art in Europe, before Renaissance 0-1500 AD
The development of science has an impact on art. The artwork demonstrates more and more
accuracy and technology.
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Famous paintings of KaiZhi Gu, DongJing Dynasty, 317-420 AD
The painting style and topic of nature on flowers, birds, and landscape have been founded to
be the main topics of Chinese art reflecting the philosophy of Taoism. That is, Wu Wei – doing
by not doing, or doing through Dao is the best way of being. The natural elements in the
artworks also mean to depict the harmony between humans and the environment.
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Famous paintings in the Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD) signify the peak artistic quality of
Chinese art, usually coherent with poetry and literature.
Comparison summary:
The development of science has an impact on art in the West. The techniques of painting
becomes more and more rational, delicate, and accurate. The nature of science requires the
observer to stay outside of the observed objects or phenomena. In other words, the observer is
again separated from the observed subject, even when the subject is the observer self. The art
in Europe reflects a more considerable distance between Consciousness and the material world
than in the previous era.
On the other side of the continent, art continues to be the carrier of philosophy pursuit in China,
but not science or its appearance. Even though various scientific inventions are created, such
as mechanical, chemical, and technical tools. The hierarchy of cultural value from high to low
is still the same: from Literature, Agriculture, Industry to Trade. As potential Junzi 君子 (the
saint), literatus embodied Taoist, and Confucius philosophical pursuit are the most respected
artists. Thus, the art in Chinese reflects the same distance of Consciousness and material world,
which stay the same as the previous era.
VI.

Mental/Perspectival Structure (Renaissance & Modernity)
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Famous Classic paintings from Renaissance using perspective techniques, Europe, 1500-1600
AD.
The painters can depict fine details by using perspective skills to indicate their thinking and
hidden stories behind the images. As a result, more and more ordinary people become the theme
of the painting instead of religious topics.

Some famous paintings from Age of Enlightenment, France, 18th Century.
The movement of Enlightenment advocates that everyone has the right and ability to reason
and think. Revolution for freedom and democracy becomes the theme of society.
Individualistic culture flourishes in this era.
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Famous Impressionist paintings, France, 19th Century
Opposite of Classicism, Impressionism is created by French painters to record the landscape,
ordinary life, and some visual moments with fast painting style and techniques. This style
allows artists to express more individualized emotions.

Famous modernity paintings, Europe and USA, 1850-1950.
Abstraction and diversity of painting materials are the characteristics of this period and style.
Individual painters are highly encouraged to express their personalized skills and emotions.
The commercialized art industry accelerated the evolvement of the art form.
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Famous paintings from The Ming and Qing Dynasty, China,15th-19th Century.
Some art commentators say that the artistic level of the Ming and Qing Dynasty stagnates and
does not go beyond the art of the Tang Dynasty. However, some think the diversity of themes
has developed. Overall, the style and theme of Chinese art maintained the same.
Comparison summary:
Along with the development of Science and Democracy, western art demonstrates more and
more individualization and diversity of expression. Moreover, since the concept of Self
becomes increasingly emphasized, the art reflects more and more agency and subjectivity of
the artists.
Impressionism, Abstractionism, Cubism, Fauvism, etc., during 100 years of the turn of century,
many new art styles appeared in the West. It emerges bigger and bigger distance or tension
between Consciousness and the material world.
On the contrary, Chinese art's style and theme maintained the same compared to the
development of western art. The painting techniques and materials may be changed, but the
structure and content reflecting the philosophical pursuit remain. Neither science nor religion
could shake the central position of philosophy in the Chinese belief system. The Way (or the
Dao) to reach the harmony of the universe and human beings is always the pursuit of Chinese
mentality.
12
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VII.

Postmodernism

Famous postmodernist art pieces in the West, “Postmodernism is a broad movement that
developed in the mid-to-late 20th century across philosophy, the arts, architecture,
and criticism, marking a departure from modernism.” （Wikipedia）
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Baishi Qi’s （齐白石） artworks, one of the highest value Traditional Chinese paintings
(freehand brushwork) on the international art market, 1864-1957

Daqian Zhang’s （ 张 大 千 ） artworks, one of the highest Traditional Chinese paintings
(freehand brushwork) on the international art market, 1899-1983
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Wuji Zhao’s （赵无极） oil paintings, one of the highest international market values, 19202013. His works is commented as the best combination of traditional Chinese painting with
western Impressionism.
Final comparison summary:
The forms and styles of western art change so many rounds from one polar to another during
2000 years of human histories, such as from Classicism to Impressionism, from Realism to
Abstractionism, from Modernism to Postmodernism, etc. It is like a clock pendulum swings
higher to the left side, always comes back higher to the right side.
Chinese painting style always stays the same for more than 2500 years. Even though out of
economic motivation, some modern Chinese artists tried western art styles like Impressionism
or Abstractionism. However, those attempts often put them and their works in an awkward
position. Only few artists like Wuji Zhao adopting Chinese landscape painting structure with
impressionist colouring technique realizes a successful fusion, because the spirit of Chinese
painting has remained in his artworks.
The sense of Self in the West reaches its peak time. Significant individual emotions created by
modern society are demonstrated in postmodernist pieces, such as anxiety, depression, and
contempt. It shows massive tension between Consciousness and the material world. On the
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contrary, the emotion indicated implicitly in Chinese painting is always peace, gentleness, and
the aspirations for unity. That is because the harmony and inner peace are always the
characteristics of the Junzi 君子 (the saint) who represents the highest moral level of human
being with the pursuits the Way (or the Dao) to reach the wholeness of the universe and human
being.
As Youlan Feng (1995) mentioned, that Chinese is never religious but always philosophical,
which means they transcend the belief in personalized god and directly pursue the universal
truth. This probably answers to my earlier question: since Chinese art never changed its content
or style over two thousand years, does it mean Consciousness in China never evolved?
My answer is that: water is always water. That is to say, in Chinese structure, Consciousness
is like water. No matter whether the rain comes to the ground joins the river, spring, lake, or
ocean, and whether it becomes ice or air, its essence is always water. Even though Chinese
society has passed through 12 dynasties after the integration of Taoism, Confucianism, and
Buddhism over 2000 years, but each dynasty has always inherited its philosophical core. The
essence of the Way or the Dao is never lost. The Chinese art mirrors this eternity of
Consciousness.
One last observation of the difference between Western and Chinese painting structures,
Western paintings usually have the image or color occupying the entire space of the picture.
However, Chinese paintings usually have much more blank space in the whole picture. This
principle is called Leaving-Blank 留白, which has been applied to Chinese poetry, literature,
music, and even interpersonal protocols. Leaving-Blank reflects a belief of Chinese philosophy
that what cannot be described is more critical than what can be described.
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Examples of leaving-blank in Chinese paintings
I found that Leaving-Blank is very relevant to what Combs says, “consciousness is impossible
to define” (Combs, 2016). As the first sentence of Daodejing is 道可道非常道 (Laozi, 500
BC), meaning any way can be described is not The Way. Therefore, I argue that the
"evolvement of consciousness" mirrored in Western art demonstrates many ways that people
tried with to find the Way, which becomes the trajectory of the attempts. But the eternity of
Consciousness is mirrored in Chinese art with Leaving-Blank that has not changed for over
two thousand years, reflecting that Consciousness as the Cosmo wholeness does not change
because it is eternal.

(Sabbadini, 2015)
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